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1. INTROWCTION 
(he of the major d i f f icu l t ies  in numerical computation of gasdynamic flows is 
caused by the occurrence of shock waves. The most straightforward way of dealing 
with shocks is based on the concept of weak solutions of conservation laws i n -  
troduced by Lax [ l l  . By a conservative f o m l a t i o n  of the difference equations 
the shocks are captured automatically and no special treatment is required. The 
price t o  be paid for t h i s  simplicity is generally large errors in  the vicinity of 
the shocks, most comnonly i n  the form of pre- and post-shock oscil lat ions.  Effi- 
cient use of these so called shock-capturing methods therefore requires som under- 
standing of the nature of these errors. 
The existing work on th i s  question is mostly based on the time-dependent equations. 
One standard procedure i s  t o  investigate the truncation error  of simple l inear 
model equations [ 21. The results  obtained are limited t o  the amplification and 
phase errors of the Faurier components of the solution and do not give any 
direct  information OP the effects  of shocks. The case of an unsteady travell ing 
shock has been treated by Kreiss and Lundqvist [ 3 I for  the simple l inear wave 
equation au/ a t  - au/ax = 0 and by Lerat and Peyret [ 4 ]  for  the  nonlinear, 
inviscid Burgers ' equation. Both these works show that oscil lat ing errors are 
generally t o  be expected near the shock. 
r 
t Time-dependent r~umerical methods are also a useful tool for  many steady flows of 
I 
r aerodynamic interest .  In t h i s  paper the errors in the f ina l  steady s t a t e  of such 
; [ computations w i l l  be considered. Since none of the above methods o f  analysis are 
6 particularly well suited for  the steady case, we sha l l  describe a procedure by 
i 
k 
% which it is possible to  study the steady s t a t e  errors more direct ly  171 , [ 1 4  I . 
Consider the system of conservation laws in  one space dimension 
t 
i i I where for  inviscid, compressible flow F =  { p ,  m ,  e ) i s  the f ie ld  vector of mass, i 
x-momentum, and to t a l  energy densities. We solve th i s  system by the stable tirne- $ 
L 
I -dependent numerical scheme 
t 
I 
where F: i s  the computcd f ie ld  vector a t  grid point j a t  time step n ,  
1 
and D j  i s  the difference operator replacing the par t ia l  d i f ferent ia l  problem, 
i.e. eq. (1) with appropriate boundary conditions. The procedure (2) has con- 
verged t o  a steady s t a t e  i f  $?*' = F? - F' t o  a specified accuracy i n  a l l  the N 
J J j 
grid points, Our purpose is t o  study the e r ror  11. t h i s  resul t ,  part icularly when 
shocks appear i n  the f ie ld .  The error  is defined by: 
where $j = F (n A t ,  j Ax) is the exact solution of the different ia l  problem with 
i n i t i a l  conditions F : ~  . Substitution of $? from eq. (3) into the difference J n 
eq. (2) gives an equation for  the e r ror  expressed i n  the exact solution FOj . 
Such an equation is of course just as complicated as the original difference pro- 
blem and furthermore requires a knowledge of the unknown exact solution Fo. The 
discussion is therefore limited t o  small errors,  and the nonlinear effects w i l l  
be neglected. Substitution of (3) in to  ( 2  ) gives a f t e r  linearization: 
where L .  is the linearized operator and J 
is the truncation error.  From (4) the usual requirements for  convergence of the 
linearized problem is obtained. I f  the error  shal l  become smaller as the mesh is 
refined, the operator D must be consistent so that  ? -+ 0. This is particularly j J 
important i f  shocks appear in  the f ie ld .  We must also require the operator L. t o  J 
be stable [ 2 I . When a steady s t a t e  is reached, eqs . (4) and (5) reduce to  : 
(I - L.)  ES = TS 
J j j 
I f  we assume that  the exact solution F'. is known, then TS and L. are determined, 
0 J I J 
and eq. (6) is a l inear algebraic system for the error a t  every grid point. The 
scheme is consistent with p-th order of accuracy i f  T' = 0 (hxP), where Ax is j 
the grid spacing. From eq. (7) it follows that  the scheme must be consistent 
everywhere i f  the error  shal l  vanish as A X  + 0 . In particular eq. (7) implies 
that the difference scheme must be a consistent approximation of the jay re la t ims  
when shocks or other discontinuities appear i n  the f ie ld .  Finally we must a1  s o  
q u i r e  that  the coefficient matrix obtained from the operator I - L. remains non- J 
singular as Ax + 0. If t h i s  is not the case, there can be an e r ror  in  the f inal  
steady s t a t e  ( of indetennined amplitude in the l inear approximation) determined 
by eq. (6) which is a singular homogeneous system i n  th i s  limit. I t  is interest-  
ing t o  note that  i n  t h i s  case an eigenvalue of L npproaches 1 ,  so that  the time- j 
-dependent scheme ceases t o  converge when ?" + 0.  Below we shal l  give simple J 
examples of such behaviour for a model equation and for  steady one-ctimensional 
flow with a shock. 
Eqs. (6)  and (7) w i l l  be used below t o  study the behaviour of small errors for  
some simple steady cases w i th  known piecewise constant exact solutions Fo . 
The analysis for  more general Fo would be prohibitively d i f f icu l t  even i f  such 
a solution was known. For a slowly varying f ie ld  these simple results  could be 
used to  judge the errors locally. The analysis w i l l  be applied t o  the two-step 
scheme suggested by MacCormack [S] ,  and also with the upwind corrector of Warming 
and Beam [ 6 1 ,  although some of the results  are applicable t o  a wider class of 
schemes. 
We shal l  f i r s t  discuss the homogeneous error problem which ar ises  from a simple 
nonlinear scalar equation. The properties of the operator I -  L .  of eq. (6) w i l l  3 
be discussed and an example given which does not converge in  the limit Ax + 0 , 
although the computation is stable. An analysis of the i n i t i a l  value problem for  
t h i s  scalar equation has been given by Harten e t  a1 [14], for  the Lax - Wendroff 
scheme. Their analysis shows that  the steady s ta te  i s  weakly unstable in  the L2 
norm. I t  can be shown, however, that  the initial-boundary value problem i s  stable 
when the number of grid po i i~ ts  N is bounded which is also indicated by the corn- 
putational results  i n  [14]. 
Similar results  will be derived for the one-dimensional gasdynamic case wi th  a 
stationary shock. For the two-dimensional case be shall  f inal ly  discuss the 
magnitude of the discretization error  for steady, oblique shacks. 
2 .  A SCALAR MODEL EqUATION 
As an i l lus t ra t ion we shal l  study the nonlinear, inviscid Burgers' equation 
I 
, subject t o  the following i n i t i a l  and boundary conditions: 
1 
I 
I 1 1 x=O u(0, t )  = 1 U(X, 0) = 0 O < X < l  u(1, t) = -1 -1  x = l  
The exact solution of t h i s  problem is 
I 1 - S ( x -  i t )  -S(x- l+  t ) ;  t c  1 uo(x,t) = 1 1 - Z S ( X -  .i) ; t r  1 
where S(x) is the uni t  step function. This solution represents two discontinuities 
(shocks) travell ing away from the boundaries with velocit ies ; and -1 . When they 
~neet a t  x = , they form a stationary discontinuity with the jump 2 .  
For the one-dimensional case given by eq. (1) with F=u and H= uZ the MacCormack 
(Kj scheme is: 
- - 
where h = At/Ax, HY*' = H ($+'), and o = 1 gives backward predictor - forward 
J 
corrector differencing, and t i e  converse for  o =-  1. When u is positive , the 
predictor with o = 1 is  upwind, and the second-order upwind scheme of Warming 
and Beam (WB) is obtained i f  (8b) i s  replaced by the corrector: 
--" 
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In a steady s ta te  = I? we get frofi eq. (8) for  the MC (with D = 1 ) J J 
and WB schemes respectively: 
where the superscripts have been dropped for simplicity. 
I I The only possible exact steady solution in  the one-dimensional case is % =H(Fo) = const. Since this  solution exactly sa t i s f ies  the difference eqs. (a), 
1 
i the steady s ta te  truncation error T~ of eq. (7) is exactly zero. The eq. (6) 
! j for small errors on the steady s tate  is therefore homogeneous. For the present 
i 
? scalar problem we substitute uj = uOj + E into the difference eq. (9 a) : 
I j 
- - 
This equation, together with the boundary conditions u; = u?" = 1, 4 = #+I = - 1 ,  
i.e. cl = rzN = 0, leads t o  a system of l inear algebraic equations corresponding to  
eq. (6). If  we substitute the exact steady solution uo into these, we could 
investigate under which circumstances the coefficient matrix becomes singular. 
This method, however, is not very practical for more complicated situations and 
a different approach i s  therefore taken. Let us assume that the shock is located 
between msh points m and m + l  , and hence separates two regions of constant uo. 
With u = uo = const. t: 0 eq. (10) gives: 0 j 
where v =  hug is the Courant number. Eq. (11) is a linear difference equation 
with constant coefficients and has solutions of the form E = const. AJ . Eq. (11) j 
gives two solutions X1 = 1 and AZ=3 , and the general solution i s :  
8 ACRO TN 60 
The mode A l  -1 is necessary for  consistency and is termed the correct male. The 
other mode is an additional solution of the difference scheme and is therefore 
called a spurious mode, Since the variation of the error is exponential i n  space, 
we shal l  refer  t o  th i s  second mode as the exponential mode. For s t ab i l i t y  of ths  
scheme it is required that  1 v I 5 1 . A 2  is hence always negative, and the exponen- 
t i a l  mode is therefore oscil lat ing.  For j m uo is positive, A 2  5 - 1 and the 
exponential mode is increasing towards the shock. For j 2 m+l uo is negative 
and we therefore define thecourant nuhe r  by v = - h u o  to  make i t  positive. I n  
v- 1 th i s  region the eigenvalue X 2  is which means that the errors decay with the 
the same rate  away from the shock on both sides. If  we use the notation X2 -FT 
general solution i n  t h i s  region is: 
TO study the errors through the shock discontinuity it  is  more suitable t o  con- 
sider the error  6. in  the flux H = 4 u2. In the l inear approximation &j = uOj E~ J 
which makes eq. (10) an equation for  6 and eqs. (12) and (13) remain valid j 9  
with E replaced by 6 F r o m  eq. (10) it can be seen that  (12) is valid j 
for j l m- 1 and (13) for  j 2 m+l . With j=m and ~ ~ = - u ~ ~ + ~  (the jump rela- 
tion) eq. (10) gives a relation for  the error across the shock: 
With the boundary conditions = 6N = 0 we also obtain from (12) and (1 3) : 
From (12) and (13) we obtain with (15) and (16): 
1 
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I Eqs. (14) and (1 7) are two equations for dipl and 6m+1. It can clearly be seen 
that these equations become identical, and hence the operator I - L. singular, when 3 
the factors ( 1 1 ~ ~ ) ~  in (17) vanish. This happens when either v + 1 or N,m + =. 
i The last possibility corresponds to ax -, 0. From eq. (17) it is also seen that 
when such errors arc possible, they are dominated by the exponential modes, and 
the constants kl and k3 vanish in the above limits. The decay of the error away 
from the shock made possible by the exponential modes are therefore the important 
factor. This is of importance in more complicated problems where it would be 
difficult to study the coefficient matrix from 1 - L j ' 
Fig. 1 shows the result of a numerical computatior, of the present problem with 
N= 20 and v =  .4 after 100 time-steps. The oscillating steady state error can 
clearly be seen, although the decay of the exponential modes is relatively slow 
for this low Courant number. Because of the singular nature of the error in the 
steady state, the amplitude is mainly determined by the errors introduced in the 
computation of the discontinuous unsteady transient. To illustrate this effect wc 
have also made a computation with initial conditions givcn by the exact solution 
of the differential problem at the time when the discontinuities have travelled two 
mesh intervals from the boundaries. This leads to a more well behavcd transient in 
the subsequent nmrical computation. Fig. 2 shows thc final steady state, and 
the error is now about 1.5 $.  The ratio of the errors on both sides of the shock 
%+ 1 ' 'm- 1 is 1.04 in this result which is in good agrcemcnt with thc value 
predicted from eq. (14). 
In [ 7 1  we have shown that the error equations can be made nonsingular simply by 
switching from o = 1 for uo > 0 to u = - 1 for uo < 0 in the MC scheme. Computa- 
tion with this switching gives the exact steady solution to machine accuracy as 
expected. Since the equations for constant uo (12) and (13) are the s m  as 
before, the error equations arc nonsingular because of thc special relation across 
the shock which does not permit the oscillating exponential modes. This type of 
switching is not very effective for more complicated systems of conservation laws, 
because we then have several coexisting exponential modes as will be seer1 bclow 
for the gasdynami c case. 
A much more efficient way to make the operator 1 - L. nonsingular is to use a scheme J 
with a different behaviou~ in the exponential modes. We therefore consider the 
scheme with the WB upwind corrector (8c). Proceeding in thc same way as for  the MC 
scheme on the steady state equation (9b) it is easily shown that the eigcnvaluc of 
the exponential mode for ug > O is givcn by: 
This scheme is  stable for  v 1 2 [ 6 I . The exponential mode is osci l la t ing for  v > 1 
and monotonic for v < 1.  The interesting fact  is,hawever, that the error  always 
decays with increasing j towards the shock. If the MC scheme is used as before 
for  t+, 5 0 , the exponential mode is everywhere decaying with increasing j . Since 
the error  is zero a t  j 1,  it must remain so a t  every point towards the shock. 
To keep the scheme ful ly  conservative the switching operator of 161 nrust be used. 
When the MC scheme is used for u < 0 ,  a steady oscil lat ion is still  possible on 
th i s  side of the shock 19 1 .  I f  the upwind scheme is used on both sides, the exact 
steady s t a t e  is obtained as expected. 
3. ONE-DIhWSICPJAL INVISCID, . WRESSIBLE FKM 
m2 For t h i s  case we have F = { p,  m, e ) and H = {m, - + p. (e  +p) % 1 w)lerc the P 
1 m2 pressure for  a perfect gas is given by the equation of s t a t e  p = (y-1) ( e  - ) , 
y being the r a t i o  of specific heats. Ihe only possible exact steady solution is 
HO = const., - 0 and the e r ror  equations are homogeneous as for the previous 
case. Ho const. is the Rankine - fiugoniot relation,  giving a possible supcrsonic 
s t a t e  FO1 and a subsonic s t a t e  FO2 such that  B(FO1) = If (Fo2)  = Ib . 
A small error  r.  on the steady s t a t c  Fo gives an error  in H.  Which is 6. = A .  E J J J J j' 
provided that the Jacohian A. of H with respect t o  1: is given by Aj = A ( F  ) , J 0 j 
i.e. we ne,lect i t s  variation with e. . A .  must also be nansingular which rules J J u out the special cases M- 0 ,  2 1 ,  where M=; is the Mach n&r, u is the velocity 
and a the speed of sound. Substitution of th i s  into eq. (9a) a d  using (83) for 
the error  i n  the predictor, we get the following equation for the steady s ta tc  
errors of the EC scheme: 
We shal l  invqstigate the sinple case consisting of a constant upstream supcrsonic 
flow FO1 (j m ) ,  a nonnal shack between j - m  and j m + l ,  and downstream sub- 
sonic flow FO2 ( j  2 .+I). Since A.  is constant except for the jump across the 3 
shock, we f i r s t  study the behaviour of the crror  on both si&s of the sl~ock by 
solving eq. (18) f i r  A = const. = A. The solutions are of the fonn rj  = ro A1 , I 
which leads to the eigenvalue problem: 
There are obviously 3 eigenvalucs X = 1 which represent the constant correct 
Rlode. The problem for the remaining 3 eigenvalues for the exponential modes is: 
so that 
where wi are the eigenvalues of A given by ol = a (.M+l), w2 - d, and o3 -a (h.4-1). 
In the following it will be assuned that M > 0. The von ktrmann condition for 
stability is then for the MC scheme: 
The eigenvalues Ai can therefore be written 
For v c 1 the eigenvalucs arc always negative which corresponds to osci 1 latory 
increasing or decaying modes. The A1 nalc is always Jecnying in the upstrc.m 
direction and does so mrc rapidly as v + 1. Fig. 3 shows A 2  and A 3  as functions 
of the Mach nwnber for ~Gffercnt v. The X2 modc also &cays in thc upstream 
direction, whcrcas the r 3  nodc decays upstream for M > 1 and da~.strcm for M < 1 .  
She $ mDde is very siaifiwnt sinre it allows errors produced at the shock to 
decay in both directions away from it. The &cay rates grow towards the a1 wtle as 
M 4 -. As M + 0 the decay rate of the A 2  nodc vanishes since A, + - 1, and the 
- 
damstream decay of the A 3  m& becomes increasingly nore rapid, A3 + 0 . 
can bc writtcn: 
- * ,  
- 
K ? l l  N3W '1% t)O 
Ihe eigenvectors co corresponding to  the eipnvalucs of the cxpcmcnt ial  modcs arc 
given by tk colwnn vector matrix: 
1  
i t 0 1  - 1 )  
2 1  1 
e (T  M2 - M + 7 - )  Y- 
independent for y + 1 . 
1 
which are the eigenvectors of thc Jacohinn A . Thcy a rc  alwnys 1 inc;rrly 
Since we have taken A t o  he constant ;ind linc;lri:cd, tllcsc rcsults ;rrc v i ~ l  id  for 
any Lax- Wendroff type s c h m  using 3 points i n  the spatial coordinate. I t  ciul 
also bc expected that the rcst~l t s  ::tlould he io~i l l  ly val id  i f A is slowly vi~~ying, 
such as for example i n  a slowly diverging onc-dimcnsion;~l due-t f low. 
In thc cwtstmt flow on both sides of tllc stlock t h c  cx~)orv>nt ial part of thc cl.ru~. 
( I!) 1 
wherc A is a diagonal matrix wit11 Al  ,:,: 3s c l c w ~ l t s  ; U I ~  E is :;]I ;L,Q) 1 i tiiclc 
vcctor. A mcre suitablc form of  cq. (I!)) is: 
wherc C = E A E-' 
As hcforc i t  is hcttcr to consider tile crror i n  I I  for  thc cq~lc~tions : p ; ~ l i t l  t l~ lo~~gl l  
the shock. From cq. (LO) wc get f o r  t l ~ c  upst rc;m ;rnJ Jok1:st rcm s idcs rvslxct i vcl!.: 
i L l  1 
6,+1 ' C? 6, ( 2 2  J 
A relation for the crror across ttlc shock is obtaincd fronr cq. (IS) w i t h  j = m : 
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(I - h%) + h (% +A1) 6, - 1 6 -  ' 0 
which can be identically written as 
( I -  hA2) + (I+hA2) 6m = ( I - h % )  6m + ( I + h % )  Q1 ( 23) 
I t  is easily shown that  the two sides of eq. (23) are identically zero by eq. (21) 
and eq. (22) respectively. The three eqs. (21) - (23) for  the errors 6,,,-, , 6m, 
and 6,+, are hence not l inearly independent, and a non-zero solution can ex is t  
for  the error  through the shock. On the subsonic side of the shock there is only 
one mode which decays in the downstream direction, given by the eigenvalue X3. 
The other two modes cannot ex is t  because they would produce an increasingly large 
error  a t  the downstream boundary where the boundary conditions must be satisfied.  
The error  am+, therefore has the form given by the eigenvector of the A3 node . 
Because of the exponential decay w i t h  j , the r e m  ining e r ror  a t  the downstream 
boundary rapidly approaches zero as the mesh is relined, thus satisfying the exact 
downstream boundary conditions. From eq. (22) the error  6, i n  the l a s t  point 
upstream of the shock must have the same t o m  as , only larger by the factor 
( 1/ 5 ) 2  . In the supersonic part  a l l  the exponential modes decay upstream, and 
the error  therefore vanishes a t  the upstream bondary as  thz mesh is refined, thus 
satisfying the given in le t  conditi.ons. Since the eigenvectors of the modes are 
linearly independent, any error  $, can decay i n  this manner. 
To i l lus t ra te  t h i s  error behaviour a simple numerical experiment has been made. 
'Il,e mesh consisted of 50 grid points, and the i n i t i a l  conditions were taken as  the 
exact steady solution with the shock a t  m =  25, except for  a 10 % increase in  the 
pressure a t  the f i r s t  downstream point j = 26. A t  j = 1 the in le t  conditions were 
3 2 5 7 kept fixed during the computation with p1 =1 kg/m , m, =600 kg/m s , el  = 4 . 3  10 J/m', 
which gives an upstream mch number M1=1.60. The exact values were also kept a t  
the downstream boundary. The computation was run for  2000 time-steps with upstream 
Courant number v, = .9 . The relative change in  density per tine-step was then less 
than The resulti,lg steady s t a t e  relative error  in  the flux vector near the 
shock is shown in  Fig. 4 .  Table I shms th i s  computed relative error  together with 
the errors calculated from the l inear theory above. '1'0 determine the amplitude of 
the theoretical modes the error  in the mass flux was chosen t o  have the same value 
a t  the f i r s t  downstream point j = m+ 1 . As can be seer, the agreement is very good. 
Although the maximum relative error  in  the flux vector is only about .6 % , 
corresponding errors in  density aid pressure is 2 and 4 % respectively. 

rhen dys / dx is the local shock inclination and [ IX , [ 1 Y are thc jumps 
in the x , y - directions. 
The K scheme for eq. (24) is: 
where hx= dt/dx, h = bt /AY, and ox,  a = ? I  determines the differencing 
Y Y 
sequence in the two directions. 
1 i 
i The error modes are excited by the discretization errors T j,k (eqs= (6) and (7 ) )  L t which act as local source tern. In the scheme considered the magnitude of these e 
t errors are 0 ( A x2, A y2 ) and can thus be made arbitrarily small in smooth regions 
r 
of the field be refining the mesh. This is, however, not the case for grid points 
close to discontinuities, and in the following we shall only consider the part 
of T which is not necessarily 0 (  AX^, A y2 ) . For the MC scheme this part is j,k 
F 
where h = AX /hy, subscript 0 mans the exact steady solution as before, 
xy 
and , is the change in H, G after application of the predictor step 
on the exact solution. If the change in the Jacobians A j ,k and B j ,k caused by 
the predictor step is neglected, we have: 
For simplicity the case of two constant paral le l  flow regions separated by a 
s t ra ight  shock w i l l  be considered. Ihe local difference between th i s  case and 
a s m t h l y  varying f i e ld  is only due t o  terms which vanish as the mesh is refined. 
lhe tern in  square brackets i n  eq. (27) fo r  T can only vanish i n  two special j , k  
cases. If the mesh is aligned with the shock, the jumps i n  H and G acmss the 
shock are zero. For this case the remaining tens  also vanish, and the previous 
one-dimensioral results  are  applicable. 
Secondly the first term of eq. (27) is also consistent with the shock jump rela- 
tion (25) i f  the local inclination of the shock dys/dx is equal t o  1 /h i n  
x y '  
which case the shock is paral le l  t o  the mesh diagonals. To make the remaining 
t e r n  in eq. (27) vanish the differencing sequence cannot be a rb i t ra r i ly  choseti, 
i .e. ox, o . Frcnn eq. (28) it follows that  differences should be taken across Y 
the shock i n  both directions in e i ther  the predictor or  the corrector step,  and 
not i n  one direction i n  each step. 
If neither of these two conditions are sat isf ied,  the discretization error  is 
always 0 (1) regardless of mesh refinements. The largest errors are produced 
when the scheme captures the jump in  only one direction. This w i l l  occur a t  
regular intervals along a s t ra ight ,  oblique shock i n  a rectangular mesh. 
A good example of these effects  is seen i n  the ccmputations of Kutler e t .  a l .  [ lo]  
for  the reflection of an incoming shock on a wedge i n  supersorlic flow. The errors 
are large along a l l  shocks except for the reflection from the wedge surface, where 
the above conditions seem t o  be a t  least  approximately satisfied.  The results  
given here are easily extended to  self-similar problems such as [ l o ]  . Another 
example for a self-similar case is also given i n  [ I l l  for the reflection of a 
strong shock from a wedge. The mesh and differencing sequence was chosen to  mini- 
mize the errors along the 13iscontinuities and the resul t  i s  shown i n  Fig. 6 . 
* 
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For the MC scheme with permuted differencing [ 5 1 , the time-split scheme [ 8 I and 
the upwind WB scheme the square bracketed term of eq. (27) is the same as for  the 
regular EC scheme. The remaining tenns are, however, always 0 (1) for  these 
schemes. I t  is therefore possible that  the advantage of these schemes resulting 
f r o m  bet ter  s t ab i l i t y  and fas te r  convergence towards the steady s ta te ,  may be 
largely offset  by the bet ter  shock-capturing properties of the regular MC scheme 
when properly applied. 
5. CONCLUDIKG REMARKS 
I t  has been explained in  the previous sections how the discretization errors near 
steady shocks can excite the spurious exponential e r ror  modes of a shock-capturing 
scheme, and also why these errors can exis t  even in the special cases when the 
discretization errors are small. We feel  that  proper understanding of the be- 
haviour of the spurious modes is important t o  improve the quality of the steady 
s ta te  results  obtained from such schemes. 
In the arguments above it has been assumed that  the shock i s  correctly located i n  
the mesh. A wrong shock location can be interpreted as  a large discretization 
error locally and w i l l  hence lead t o  large errors in  the vicinity of the shock. 
To minimize th i s  possibil i ty a ful ly  conservative scheme should be used. I t  is 
worth noting, however, that  a conservative scheme does not guarantee correct shock 
locations. According to  the theory above a wrong shock location i n  the steady 
s t a t e  is also possible with the use of a shock-fitting technique, provided that  
the error  introduced can decay sufficiently f a s t  towards the boundaries. The reason 
why the present two-dimensional shock-fitting techniques [ 12 1 work so well is 
probably because the special numerical schemes used along the shock boundary tend 
,. " 
j --.*- 
-* t o  suppress the oscil lat ing exponential error  modes [I31 . The applicability of ; :< 
5- such schemes is unfortunately severely limited for three-dimensional cases. 
+r 
i 
> z c  
The shock-capturing approach with conservative schemes can be applied without 
$ 
i g. diff icul ty  i n  problems of arbitrary dimension. The results  given here are also 
easily extended to  mu1 ti-dimensional cases. 
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! Table  I .  Comparison of  r e l a t i v e  e r r o r s .  
I I 
Mass f l u x  e r r o r  Momentum flux error  Energy f l u x  e r r o r  
. lo3 *lo3 lo3 
j Theory Computed Theory Computed Theory Computed 
23 -4.485 -4.440 -1 .I11 -1.079 -2.701 -2.647 
2 4 6.003 5.898 -1.003 1.045 3.814 3.740 
25 -5.91 2 -5.927 1 .I32 1.098 -4. 463 -4.449 
26 4.505 4.505 -0.862 -0.886 3.401 3.41 7 
27 -3.433 -3.433 0.657 0.639 -2.592 -2.577 
28 2.616 2.598 -0.501 -0.514 1.975 1.976 
Fig. 1 Steady s t a t e  solut ion of  model sca la r  problem, 
n=100 ,  v = . 4  
Fig. 2 Steady s t a t e  solut ion of  model sca la r  problem 
with modified i n i t i z l  conditions. 
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- 5 ~  V Fig. 4 Relative errors near one-dimensional steady shock. 
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Fig. 5 Eigenvalues A: and A for the exponential modes 
of the Warming and Beam scheme. 
p, = ~l?streom (lmtt) density 
Fig. 6 Rcflectin, of shock wave from n wcdgc. lbnsity contours. 
Full lines are drawn from a Schl iercn photograph of tlic 
corresponding shock tube expcrimcnt. 
